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Throughout, ƒ : M-+M is a smooth diffeomorphism of a compact 
C00 manifold without boundary. 

Let Ni denote the number of fixed points of/*. Then 
DEFINITION. £>(/) =exp^°°»i Nfl/i (as a formal power series in t). 

This definition, due to Artin-Mazur [ l ] t is inspired by Weil's zeta 
function for a variety defined over a finite field [ó]. For the connec
tion of Weil's zeta function with the Riemann zeta function, see [3]. 

Recall the following definitions from Differentiate dynamical 
systems [4]. 

DEFINITION. x £ A f is nonwandering if for every neighborhood U 
of x, there is an n>0 such that fn(U)C\U^0. Q(/) =fl is the set of 
nonwandering points of/. 12 is closed. 

DEFINITION./sat isf ies Axiom A if T&(M) has a continuous splitting 
TÜ(M) =E*+EU, invariant under Tf, such that there exist positive 
constants c, X, X < 1 satisfying the inequalities 

| | r / ^ | | S c\n\\v\\ if n > 0 and v £ £*, 

|| Tfnv\\ è c\-^n\\v\\ if n > 0 and v G £w. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that the periodic points of ƒ are dense 
in 12. 

If ƒ satisfies Axiom A, then fi = £2iU • • • KJ&u where 0* is invariant 
under ƒ and /|Q< is topologically transitive. Define the relation 
^ by tii^tij if W**(Q<)fW«(Qy) ^ 0 . Here Wu(Qi) is the set of points 
tending toward Qt- under negative iteration; W*(0; ) is the set of 
points tending toward Qy under iteration. 

DEFINITION. If ƒ satisfies Axiom A and the relation ^ defined 
above is a partial ordering, then ƒ is said to have the No Cycle 
Property. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 

THEOREM. If f satisfies Axiom A and the No Cycle Property, then 
£/(/) is rational. 

The basic idea of the proof is due to Williams [7]. As a preliminary, 
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